How do your mornings look?
What do your mornings look like?
Are they a relaxed, creative,
enjoyable start to your day? Or are
they more of a hurried, stressful haze
that you dread waking up to daily?
If the latter sounds familiar, then it's
time to revamp your mornings, and
create a fabulous morning routine
that
becomes
an
anticipated,
cherished part of your day!
Some people wouldn't consider themselves a 'morning person'. I certainly
didn't for a long time. But when I made a conscious decision to make a
change and to create a special time made up of healthy, enjoyable routines
and rituals, instead of dreading the mornings (as I once did!) I couldn't wait
to wake to up to my day. Since making the change, mornings have become
a savoured and productive time of the day, setting a positive mindset and
healthy tone for the day ahead.
So what is a morning routine and what are the benefits? Read on...

What is a morning routine?
A morning routine is just that - a set of routines and rituals that we
habitually do, sometimes almost unconsciously. Is your current routine is to
groggily roll over in bed upon hearing the alarm and resentfully hit the
snooze button, then to reach for your mobile and scroll through the myriad
of messages received during the night before going over depressing news
headlines, then getting bogged down in your social media apps? The alarm
sounds again, and you take a deep sigh about the need to move, before
unwillingly pulling yourself out of bed and walking the beaten track to the
kitchen kettle to feed your coffee craving. All the while you feel a sense of
effort about the day ahead. If this sounds familiar, then perhaps it's time for
a conscious change to something much better.

With some tweaks, your
mornings can be an
anticipated time of the day,
creating improved focus,
calm, and centeredness.
The choice is completely
yours. Here's just few
ideas to train your brain
and make your mornings
glow!

The brain and habits
Our mind and bodies tend to like routine. Our brains are like a predictive
machine - they like to know what to expect. We train our brains through
regular behaviours and patterns. When done often, actions become a habit
- which is a routine of behavior that is repeated regularly - and it tends to
occur subconsciously. Think about the simple action of putting on the kettle
to make coffee - it's become an unconscious, auto-pilot habit.
So, we can either fill our morning with less than healthy habits, like drinking
several cups of coffee and spending and getting lost in social media, or we
can replace those habits with a set of healthier ones, creating a set of
routines and rituals that we actually look forward to, and get the most out
of the day.

Creating conscious, healthy habits.
Author of bestseller, The 7 Habits of Highly Effedtive People, Stephen Covey
states that a new habit can be created in as little as 21 days (some habits
may take longer).

As an example, first thing each morning I
would make a coffee, purely out of habit.
But I didn't want to feel that I needed a
coffee to get going each day. So, I
concsiously created a new habit of mixing
it up, and reaching for a green tea, or
other hot drink alternative.
I enjoy the ritual of making a hot drink,
feeling the sensation of the cup or mug,
and simply enjoying the solace in drinking
it. It's all part of it - deliberate enjoyment.
I still like a coffee - there's something about the satisfying aroma and taste,
and so I'll have one. The point being made here is to consciously look at
other alternatives too, instead of making coffee on auto-pilot each time.

Morning stretches
Upon waking, I normally take 5-10 minutes to
do some stretching whilst I'm still lying in bed.
I take advantage of the muscles being warm,
and hold several different stretches for at
least 30 seconds. It helps to relieve any
tension held in the body whilst sleeping, and
to get the blood flowing.
It's a great way to start the day, whilst the
mind and body are still relaxed, in the waking
stages, and also to prepare the body for the
day ahead.

The science of gratitude
Whilst doing my stretches, I use this relaxing time to consciously run
through the many things in life that I'm grateful for. This includes my family,
friends, my opportunities, lifestyle, experiences, achievements, material
belongings, etc. It's a poweful daily practice that's an integral part of my
routine.
The Greater Good Science Center at UC Berkeley prepared a 72 page whitepaper
titled The Science of Gratitude in May 2018, For more information on the science
underpinning gratitude - https://ggsc.berkeley.edu/images/uploads/GGSCJTF_White_Paper-Gratitude-FINAL.pdf

Mindset matters: the power of intention
On the back of gratitude time, I set some
intentions for my day ahead. Intentions are
not to be confused with a 'to do' list or tasks
to be done. An intention is the act of stating
what you intend to accomplish through your
actions, and a commitment to it. Examples
might include:
I intend to lead by example.
I intend to love unconditionally.
I intend to stop taking things personally.
I intend to see the goodness around me.
I intend to be kind even when under pressure.
I intend to make someone smile every day.
I intend to forgive others.
I intend to do my best today to achieve my goals
I will drink sufficient amount of water.
I will face all my challenges today with a calm mind and conviction.
These are just examples, you may have ones that are more personal to you.
I consciously focus on 2-3 intentions each morning and hold each one as a
very deliberate thought in my head. Intentions are a very powerful and
healthy daily habit to add to your morning routine.

Toning exercises
The next part of my morning routine is a series of toning exercises . By this
stage, my mind and body are moving beyond the waking phase, and whilst
still relaxed, are aware and responding accordingly.
On a gym mat, I go through set of favourite toning exercises, includingj situps, push ups, tricep dips, and squats. Sometimes I might change it up a bit
with different exericses., and even add a swiss ball for some change.
The beauty is, you don't need a gym, just floor space and a mat. I'm asked
how I stay toned. I do the work daily - it's that simple.

Make your bed
In his book Stand up Straight: 10 LIfe
Lessons from the Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst,
Major
General
Nanson
discusses the importance and power of
setting routines. Just the simple activity and
discipline of making one's bed, and
straightening up a room might seem like
mundane, iinsignificant tasks, but discipline
creates self-discipline.
During times of personal difficulty in life, the
mere act of making my bed, folding
washing, etc., have been consoling tasks
that help me to stay positive, move forward,
and not get bogged down in negative
patterns. That's because routine, Nanson
says, is what we fall back on in tough times.

The Big 5
At the end of each day, I go through my to-do list in my diary. I consolidate
it, then write down for the next day the top 5 priority items that need to be
done. There may be more or less, but I get them all down before sleeping.
In the morning, when my brain is fresh, I go through the list to revise the
priority level for each. It's become my key for getting things done.

Some quiet time to relax
I appreciate that mornings can be quite busy, especially if you have children
to get ready for school, and other morning preparations. However, it's
important to get a window of time in where you can just put everything
down, relax with a warm drink, and simply take in some peace and quiet.
Simply breathe, appreciate the feel of the heat from your drink cup, tune in
to the sounds of nature and the sensation of the morning sun if you have a
balcony or courtyard, and savour a moment to yourself - no phone, no
laptop, just you relaxing.
Even 15-20 minutes to simply be quiet and still will have wonderful
wellbeing effects, including:
Lower your blood pressure.
Decrease your heart rate.
Steady your breathing.
Reduce muscle tension.
Increase focus and cognition.
And if meditation isn't for you, that of taking time out to tine in to your
senses is a for of Zen meditation. This simple act of relaxing, switching off
from 'white noise' and focusing on what your five senes are picking up.

The ritual of dressing and grooming
There was a time where I dreaded the hurried process of throwing together
an outfit for my work day. I would stand in front of my closet, looking at my
clothes Now, I relish the ritual of choosing my outfit. I like to choose the
outfit mindfully, look at what types of of accessorties to match it with.
I think about the hairstyle I'd like to wear with my outfit. I don't wear a great
deal of make up, I simply relax and enjoy the process.
Not all my work is client-facing, but even if working from home, I still make
the effort to get dressed appropriatley. That means getting out of my
pyjamas!, tidying my hair and apply some light make up. Why? As it puts me
into the right frame of mind for the work day ahead, even if it's at home.
And instead of a rushed or nonchalent action, I savor the ritual instead.

Minimise morning digital disturbances
In the waking hours of the morning, our brain needs to go through a
normal, healthy transition of brainwave stages. Digital disturbances upon
waking can be negatively impacting this important and necessary process.
The morning alarm goes off, you roll over to switch it off and start scrolling
through messages and emails on your mobile phone....This is a fairly typical
start to a morning for most. Mornings are an important time of transition
phases for our brainwaves (see image below). From deep sleep to the
waking hours, our brain goes through an important natural process in
oscillations that mobile phone use first thing in the morning is proving to
have an unhealthy impact.
Mobile phone use in waking stages can disturb this natural brainwave
progression and put us into a stressed state by checking work and personal
messages, social media, news, etc.
For a healthier morning routine, create a habit of not checking your mobile
messages for (at least) the first 30 minutes of the day - longer is even
better! Instead, allow yourself to enjoy a calm, relaxing, energizing start to
the day, without letting the stresses of the day start eating into this time
through digital disturbances . It's your time - use it well
This image
shows the
different types
of brainwaves
and their
frequencies.
Create a
morning
routine that
reduces digital
disturbances
(TV, laptop,
mobile, etc.).

Other healthy morning habits
When I talk with individuals about the morning routine, as part of a greater
approach to better wellbeing, I'm often asked for examples of what I do
during my morning, and so I've centered this booklet around my favourite
go-to's, however, it's not an exhaustive list. There a many healthy habits you
can include in your own mornings. Here are some more ideas:
Reading - pick up your favourite book, find a quiet space, and get a few
pages in.
Walking - a brisk walk is a great way to get your heart rate up and clear
the head. Some great thinking can be done on a walk, as well as
appreciating nature.
Meditation - there are many different styles of meditation and they
are a great way to invoke the relaxation response system. There are a
plethora of meditations that can be found online, as well as mobile
apps. Find one that suits you.
Study/learning - mornings are a great time to get in some personal
study or learning. I avoid the TV and radio, and instead, I like to listen to
podcasts, videos, and other platforms for learning.
Music - listening to relaxing or motivating music in the morning can be
a great way get your day going on a positive note (pun included!)
Creative activity - art, craft, dance, singing, writing, gardening, etc.
Personal pampering - treat yourself a a home facial or a mask, or give
yourself a manicure or a pedicure.
Mornings are your time, so make the
most of it. Fill it with the things you
love and that are important to you.
The key is conscious change. It's about
introducing a new activity daily, that
you want to become a part of your
morning routine, until it becomes a
habit.
You may transform from a night owl to
a morning lark.

Why do I feel a little anxious some mornings?
Wondering why you
may sometimes feel
out-of-sorts or a bit
anxious
in
the
mornings?
There is a reason for it
and a morning routine
may significantly help to
improve the way you
feel at the start of the
day.

Researchers have found that the stress hormone cortisol - released by the
adrenal glands in response to fear or stress - is highest in the first hour of
the morning for people who have increased levels of stress in their life.
Anxiety can also be increased by what we eat and drink in the early hours of
the morning - caffeine and sugar may be contributors. Also, a low blood
sugar level due to lack of food can also be a contributor to morning anxiety.
If you're going to bed worrying, waking up in the night with anxious
thoughts, then it's quite likely that you'll wake up feeling anxious and feeling
stressed or concerned the next morning. This is when a healthy morning
routine can really make a difference. Some things you can try include:
avoiding digital disturbances during your morning - TV, mobile, laptop
reduce caffeine intake
eat a healthy breakfast (avoid processed food and sugar)
meditation or breathing exercises
mindfulness (be aware of your thoughts and minimize ruminating on
negative, stressful thoughts)
physical activity (a brisk walk can lift your mood and improve the body's
ability to handle stress

My morning routine - healthy habits
It's your time. How are you going to use it? What will be your conscious
changes and new habits? How committed are you to achieving them?
Example:
Current Habit - using my mobile phone immediately upon waking in the
morning.
New Habit (describe it) - I am going to be conscious about not using my
phone for at least the first 20-30 minutes of the day. Instead, I will charge
my phone in another room, and use a clock alarm next to my bed, instead
of being tempted to start using my phone.
Desired Result - (what do you want to see happen?) - I want to enjoy a
more relaxed morning routine and not start reading social media, news
headlines, or work-related messages, which can alter my mood and body's
natural healthy waking pattern.
Current Habit New Habit Desired Result -
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